1967 mustang center console
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slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The optional
center console has always been a desirable upgrade on Mustangs, but if the one in your car is
old and ratty, restoration of it might not be possible due to serious cracks in the plastic,
blemishes on the metal trim, or other cosmetic issues. There is a solution to these problems.
While the option to repair or restore a console is still a viable way to go when possible, a
brand-new, high-quality reproduction is made by ACP All Classic Parts and is available from its
dealers. Our installation sequence of one of these new consoles in a fastback will be of interest
to you whether you are looking for a replacement or wanting to add one to a car that never had
one. ACP has these console assemblies available for the , again, shown here , , and Mustang.
While we were at it, we also decided to install new carpet in this car, which is available from
Dallas Mustang. It was pretty crummy after being in this oft-driven car for more than 20 years,
and it would have looked even worse with a new console above it. The new carpeting really
made the console look even better. Here is the completed console installation in our fastback.
Combined with new carpeting, it really looks good. The ACP console is a very accurate
reproduction that comes about 98 percent assembled. The quality of the ACP console is also
evident in the packaging. The box and the Styrofoam casing do an excellent job of protecting
the console and its metal overlay trim pieces during shipping. Versions of the console are
available for both automatic and manual transmission cars. The console is made of black
plastic, so if your car has a black interior you can skip the next 10 steps detailing the
disassembly of the metal overlay components from the main plastic console-body in order to
paint it. We deliberated a few minutes deciding whether to tape off the metal pieces or take the
console apart down to the main body for painting. We decided to go with disassembly because
we felt the overall paint results would be better and also figured it would be faster than taping
off the numerous metal components attached to the plastic console. Begin by removing the six
speed nuts on the underside of the console. Two Philips head screws have been unscrewed to
allow this part of the console trim overlay to be removed. The screw holes are visible at the
front of this piece. Once they are removed and the radio plate is out, this piece that surrounds
the shifter can be removed as shown. With the six speed nuts removed from the underside of
the console a few steps ago, this main trim overlay that also houses the seatbelt-buckle storage
bins is removed as shown. Remove the four Philips head screws that hold the shift-indicator
PRNDL in place, and it comes off of the plastic console body. Once this and the light at the back
of the console are removed, the body is down to the bare plastic and is painted in one step. The
Scott Drake paint worked perfectly, dried quickly, and beautifully covered the black plastic
console body in four coats evenly applied about minutes apart. Freshly painted in light blue and
after the final coat is allowed to dry, the console is then reassembled by reinstalling the shift
PRNDL and its four screws. Not shown being removed, this is the light mounted at the back of
the console being reinstalled. The rest of the trim overlay pieces are reinstalled in the reverse
order of their removal to make the console again a complete component after painting. As you
can see, the plug ends are different from each other and the new plug on the left is a
double-male version, while the original plug is a male-female combination. No matter, though,
as we just reused the original light harness in the new console. With the wiring that comes with
the new console and that in our original console, we were able to wire up the three lights in the
console as shown. They include the rear courtesy light, one for the PRNDL, and another for the
front storage compartment. As you can see, the seat covers in this car are pretty ratty and will
soon be recovered. Remove the four nuts from under the car that hold the seats in place and
they lift out. Removing the old console commenced with loosening the set-screw on the shifter
handle so it could be removed. With the shift handle removed, the screws that hold the console
in place are removed as shown. Of the four screws that hold the console to the floor, strangely
only three were present in this car from the factory. If a car has the radio still in place it will need
to be separated from the mounting plate, which is at the front end of the console. Here is the bar

with the console removed and it still attached to the shifter. The console needs to be held in an
elevated position while doing so. Shown here is the original bar, though a new one is included
with the console. Simply use the one that fits best; they may possibly be different lengths. With
the old console and seats removed the old carpet is removed. Now that the crummy old carpet
is out, it is a good time to vacuum out the floor pans. You can see what plus years of wear and
tear do to carpet. The new rugs look worlds better. With the carpet roughly in place, we came up
with a little trick for making the seatbelt holes, which are usually a hassle to cut. It might be a
little funky, but it worked great for us. First we poked a punch through the carpet from
underneath the car. Then, as shown here, we heated up the punch real good with a map torch.
The hot punch perfectly melted away the carpet to create just the right opening, as shown, to
make reinstalling the seat belts a snap, which is the next thing we did. These orientation pins
are on the new and old console to allow it to fit correctly on the shifter. They fit into the
openings in place on. If you are installing a console in a car not originally equipped with one,
these tabs may not be present. We were just about to install the new console when we hit a
snagâ€”the new console was longer at the front than the old one, as you can see here. We
decided to make the new console an inch or so longer than the old one so the back wall of the
storage compartment would better stay in place once installed on the console. With a piece of
tape, a straightedge, and a marker, a line was drawn on the tape where the cut would be made.
Next, the wheel was carefully used to cut a few inches off each side of the console so that it
would be the same length on both sides. After the cutting, a little filing and touchup paintwork
were done on the new ends of the console. Now the console fits properly after the shifter was
carefully threaded through the shifter cover in the console. These tasks need to be completed
with the console held up while you work underneath it. Get it hot. Note also that we used the
console itself as a template to help get the punch to fit through the holes in the floor. With the
light wiring harnesses and shifter-to-PRNDL rod connected underneath the console, complete
the installation by using the same screws that held the old console in place. Once the console is
in place, reinstall the shifter handle, finish trimming the carpet, and install the sill plates and
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the daily driver. An attractive mylar covering with original looking aluminum. Installation Tip:If
original aluminum has any raised pits, sand them down before installing mylar for a Brushed
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with automatic transmissions. It features both chromed, brushed and highly polished, This is
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Mustang. Product We now offer 8 x 1" chrome sheet metal screws with integral washer. These
screws were designed for use on many different components including, interior pillar post
moldings, kick panels, rear side panels, interior door View Product Details. Each screw
replicates the original in appearance and Product TFA. This aftermarket console is designed to
fit the contours of most bench seats. Installation is fast and simple with a nylon strap that
routes under the seat and cinches to the front of the console. Made in USA Features Product
TFH. This aftermarket floor mount console is designed to fit most transmisison humps.
Manufactured with automotive-grade vinyls and double stitched to look like a factory option.
Aluminum plates on the underside are designed to be Product HHRD. Constructed of
automotive grade vinyl and double stitched with Product CK Reproduction of the original
console assembly designed for use on Mustangs with automatic transmissions. Each console
assembly will duplicate the original in quality and appearance. Manufactured to OE
specifications, the Reproduction of the original console assembly designed for use on
Mustangs with manual transmissions. Product A59A. Reproduction of the Mustang coupe
overhead console overlay in brushed aluminum. This insert is produced to exact dimensions
offering a great way to make your overhead console look great again. Comes complete with an
adhesive Product A59B. Reproduction of the Mustang Fastback overhead console overlay in
brushed aluminum. Comes complete with an Product A. Reproduction of the original console
sliding door designed for use on Mustang with center console. This part is also known as the
console roll-up door. This is the complete door with attached handle same as original. Product
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surrounds the shifter on Mustangs with automatic Transmission. Manufactured to original
specifications, each insert plate is produced Product A58AL. Reproduction of the original single
piece brushed aluminum insert that fits into the overhead console on a Mustang Fastback. This
single piece insert will replace the faded or worn original insert. Includes a layer of Product Z.
Correct authentic reproduction of the original Mustang center console overlay components
designed to replace the old or worn out originals. Each piece has a brushed aluminum finish.
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r Product TM These deluxe consoles easily install with hook and loop straps and feature two
standard size cup holders, high quality chrome trim, These deluxe consoles easily install with
hook and loop straps and feature two standard size cup holders, high quality These deluxe
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